2019-2020 Johnson Scholars
Schedule of Selected Events

Note: Other opportunities to connect will be announced throughout the school year.

September
Welcome Event for New Scholars
Meet Your Mentor/Study Break at Perelman
Scholar Social/Team Building Outing

October
Science Study Skills Workshop
Study/Mentor Breaks

November
CURF Summer/Internship Planning Workshop
Career Narrative #1 with Perelman Physician
Study/Mentor Breaks

December
End of Semester/Finals Prep Study Break
Study/Mentor Breaks

January
Book Review led by Dr. Horace DeLisser
Study/Mentor Breaks

February
Community Service Outing
Study/Mentor Breaks

March
Career Narrative #2 with Perelman Physician
Study/Mentor Breaks

April
Medical Simulation for freshmen at Rittenhouse
Study/Mentor Breaks
End of Year Social